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                We have an End: The glory of the Heart of Jesus.A Mission: To
                Discover and make known the Love of His Heart.A spirituality: to be
                United and conformed to the Heart of Jesus. A Service in the Church
                and in the world of today: Transformative Education with a Preferential Love for the poor.
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                The Society of the Sacred Heart was founded


                    by St. Madeleine Sophie Barat in the year 1800 in france…




                Founded in 1939, the Indian Province of the Society of the Sacred Heart is part of


                        an international body of religious sisters who share the same vision and charism:


                    Women who seek to live in tune with the Sprit, responsive to the needs of the present


                    and the calls of the future, while remaining faithful to tradition that is anchored in the


                    Church, local and international Women of compassion and love, committed to nourish


                    and nurture life in all its forms, to work for community in our fragmented world


                    Women who have experienced the love of the Open Heart of God and strive to spread


                    that love in the world around them.





                    There is a joy in committing ourselves heart and soul to whatever task we are called –


                    and in placing our unique gifts at the service of the congregation & those among whom


                    we work. This is the joy that impels us onwards, that energises and empowers us.




            


        


        

            

                

            


            

                

            


        


        

            

                St. Madeleine


                    Sophie Barat
(1779-1865)
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                “The Superiors General of the Society of the Sacred Heart”


                
	

                                Sr.Josephine GOETZ - Alsace- Lorraine - (1865-1874)	Sr.Sabine de VALON - France - (1958 -1967)
	Sr.Adele LEHON - Belgium - (1874-1894)	Sr.Maria Josefa BULTO - Spain - (1967-1970)
	Sr.Augusta von SARTORIUS - Germany - (1894-1895)	Sr.Concepcion CAMACHO - Spain - (1970-1982)
	Sr.Mabel DIGBY - England - (1894-1895)	Sr.Helen McLAUGHLIN - Scotland - (1982-1994)
	Sr.Janet Erskine STUART - England - (1911-1914)	Sr.Patricia GARCIA DE QUEVEDO - Mexico - (1994-2000)
	Sr.Marie von LOE - Germany - (1915-1928)	Sr.Clare PRATT - (2000-2008)
	Sr.Manuela VICENTE - Spain - (1928-1946)	Sr.Kathleen Conan - (2008- 2016)
	Sr.Marie Therese de LESCURE - France - (1946-1957)	Sr. Barbara Dawson - 2016





            


            

                St. Philippine


                    Duchesene
(1769-1852)
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                To Know more about our activities kindly log on to the following links :

                

                

                
                    	
                            Sophia College
                        
	
                            SPJ Sadhana school
                        
	
                            RSCJInternational
                        


                

                
                    	
                            Centre for Women's Development
                        
	
                            Sophia Shree BK Somani Polytechnic
                        


                

                
                    	
                            Sofia Centre
                        
	
                            Sophia Nursery
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